
**Term:** Immediate Interpretant  
**Quote:** ...the Objective or Naïve, or Rogate, Interpretant, that interpretant that the sign itself involves, its self-valuation, thoughtless of the possibility of there being any other...  
**Source:** Peirce, C. S. (1906 [c.]). *On the System of Existential Graphs Considered as an Instrument for the Investigation of Logic*. MS [R] 499(s).  
**References:** MS [R] 499(s)  
**Date of Quote:** 1906 [c.]  
**Editorial Annotations:** Later in the text, Peirce identifies the Naïve or Rogate Interpretant with the Immediate Interpretant  
**URL:** http://www.commens.org/dictionary/entry/quote-system-existential-graphs-considered-instrument-investigation-logic-11